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Abstract:
During the last thousand years, mathematics has attained a
meaningful and close relationship with various arts which have be
come a common theme of many tribes and nations. The creativity
inherited from natural thought has let the scholars to express skills
and abilities usually beyond the scope of worldly restrictions. Integrity,
unity and comprehensibility have been considered the growth factors
of human knowledge based on mathematics. The intimacy of
mathematics and number with music by Pythagoras and the
presence of philosophy and wisdom in Farabi and Avecena’s thought
in Iran are obvious examples of this trend. The nature-based
knowledge of these masters of Science aimed at describing a pure
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explanation of nature to generate the underlying relationships among
the phenomena to help the science attain the explanatory adequacy.
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The most startling one can be attributed to Mandelbrot and his
discovery in geometry named fractal geometry. He used computer
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